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Breaking

BOUNDARIES
As Africa’s population explodes, conflicts between indigenous
communities and wildlife are reaching crisis point. Deep in the
Zimbabwean bush, two former park officials are proving that
tourism may well be the solution. By Gemma Catlin

I

t all began some 30 years ago, with
the coming together of two young,
enthusiastic and steadfast Rhodesians.
During their time working for National
Parks, Mark Butcher and Mark Ellement
discovered their shared passion for
Zimbabwe: its wilderness, untamed
wildlife, convivial people, and small (but
palatable) selection of native beers. And
although they were to follow different paths
for the next decade, it was these things that
would eventually unite them.
Whilst ‘Butch’ was working for the
Forestry Commission during the early
‘80s, an important discovery was
made. They learned that the hardwood
forests took centuries, as opposed to

the assumed decades, to replenish.
As the lucrative logging came to an
abrupt halt, the Commission was forced
to explore alternative revenue sources.
Wildlife field experts were recruited and
a specialist unit was formed. By the end
of the decade Butch was a Provincial
Wildlife Officer and the plucky pair were
colleagues once more.
While the men were busy conserving
wildlife, an all too familiar conflict was
stirring. As game populations grew, so
did crop raiding and livestock predation.
Rural communities received few perks
from Zimbabwe’s tourism boom, and zero
incentives to protect their environment. To
them, tourists were merely camera-clad
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foreigners driving around National Parks
in 4x4s. And as for ‘conservation’ – no
more than a rich man’s joke. Wildlife was
a destructive nuisance: elephants ate their
crops and lions killed their cattle. As tensions
grew between animal and man, and in
desperate attempts to defend livelihoods,
subsistence poaching escalated.
Butch and ‘Ellos’ racked their brains
for solutions. And while searching for
the perfect plan, some old department
colleagues presented an appealing idea.
Why not give indigenous communities the
rights to the resident wildlife and natural
resources? This would give locals some
autonomy and help develop communitybased projects. They’d even come up
with a name for it – The Communal Area
Management Programme for Indigenous
Resources: or the rather catchier
CAMPFIRE.
The programme proved more successful
than anyone anticipated. Butch’s region
became the model for local leaders to
learn about wildlife management. The
people were won over, they grew to
appreciate the benefits of tourism, and
wildlife finally became a commodity. As
the projects grew, Butch and his team got
involved with the village distribution of funds,
drilling water holes, planning schools and

protecting animals. The men became an
integral part of the CAMPFIRE’s success.
Sadly, by the end of 1991 the Forestry
Commission Directorate had a clash of
opinions with their Wildlife Officers. They
were told to refocus their energies back to
the forest areas exclusively. The news came
as a massive blow.
Butch and Ellos were anxious that without
the peoples’ involvement, conservation
would evaporate. Several men, including
Butch and Ellos, left the Forestry Commission
and formed a private enterprise. They
hoped that by building safari destinations in
communal areas, a symbiotic relationship
between holidaymakers and locals would

As tensions grew
between animal and man, and in
desperate attempts to defend livelihoods,
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The newly-established team approached
rural district councils, and were finally
granted their first concession in 1994.
When the building of Gorges Lodge
commenced, most local operators thought
they were crazy. However, for as long
as Gorges Lodge continues to teeter
peacefully over the Batoka Gorge, they
will receive the ongoing support from
surrounding communities and District
Councils. The people have embraced their
development and appreciate the support
the business brings to their lives.
Today this group is called Imvelo. Gorges
Lodge has since been extended, Bomani
Tented Lodge in Hwange has opened,
the building of upmarket Camelthorn
has commenced and several lease
concessions have been obtained. Every
Imvelo site has been carefully chosen
and uniquely designed. Each bursts with
wildlife and happy local staff, and takes
the tourist to an unspoiled and special
holiday destination. With funds reaching
communities directly, visitors can see for
themselves how Imvelo and their guests
have improved the locals’ quality of life.
Their vision is a simple one: to learn from
mistakes and build on successes. For every
school they have constructed or repaired,
there are10 others in desperate need of

attention. For every job they create, there
are hundreds of applicants they have to turn
away. Each year, as they near the end of
Zimbabwe’s dry season, their game water
points are overworked and surrounded by
dehydrated and dying wildlife.
Imvelo continue to break boundaries in
their plight for conservation. This year
they are launching Imvelo Elephant Trust
to raise awareness and support for the
escalating annual water crises. Some
45 000 elephants, one of the world’s
largest migratory herds, congregate on
their doorstep during Southern Africa’s
driest months. The Imvelo team work
tirelessly to save their giant pachyderms
from a painful and inhumane death. After
all, as humans are the problem they must
also be the solution.

Butch and Ellos will be reporting this year’s
calamity via their website and blog, and
shooting a documentary. To learn more
about Imvelo’s work connecting people
with nature, and to see how to contribute
visit www.imvelosafarilodges.com. Also on
Facebook and twitter.
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develop. This would enable them to protect
and preserve the wildlife, and offer lessons
in self-sustainment.

After all, as
humans are the
problem they
must also be the
solution

